I. INTRODUCTION
The intriguing and exciting possibilities of optical spatial cloaking have attracted both the popular culture and the scientific community [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Great strides have been taken to achieve the "Holy Grail" of optical cloaking: broadband optical invisibility, omni-directionality, the ability to cloak macroscopic objects and be invisible itself. Much of the initial developments in experimental optical cloaking were based on transformation optics [1] [2] [3] and studied in metamaterials [1, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and in patterned dielectrics [11, 12] with the use of quasi-conformal mapping. While remarkable progress has been made, much work remains in terms of achieving the cloaking at optical wavelengths, increasing the bandwidth over which the cloak works, and scaling to large dimensions. Towards these goals, a recent classical optics method using birefringent calcite crystals [14] achieved a polarizationdependent, broadband, visible, uni-directional cloak of a small incline with a peak height of 2mm. Another intriguing advance was the recent demonstration of temporal cloaking (hiding a temporal event) work [15] based on split temporal lensing and dispersive propagation in fibers.
Here, we report on cloaking devices based on off-theshelf optics, which can achieve all of the elements of optical spatial cloaking except omni-directionality. We demonstrate cloaking over the visible spectrum with cloaking regions exceeding 10 6 mm 3 with the largest exceeding 10 8 mm 3 . At its most basic level, a cloaking device simply guides light around an object as if the object isn't there. One might argue that an endoscope, an index-guiding fiber system used to image hollow organs in the human body, achieves this end. The etymology of "smoke and mirrors" implies the use of distraction and optical illusion through the careful guiding of light. Based on this history with optical manipulations and illusions [16] , it may not come as a surprise that simple passive optics can be used to cloak very large optics. To demonstrate this point, we built and report on three cloaking devices. Importantly, each device can be easily scaled to much larger systems.
The first device is based on the bending of light at a dielectric interface. We demonstrate a simple realization of the device using two L-shaped water-filled tanks.
The second device uses quadratic phase elements, such as lenses, and doesn't suffer from the edge effect problems of the first device (this is the spatial equivalent of the temporal cloak [15] ). The third device simply uses mirrors to guide light around the object. The latter cloak, while not new [16, 17] , is to demonstrate the ease of scaling of these systems.
II. CLOAKING WITH SNELL'S LAW

FIG. 1:
A cloaking device based on Snell's law. Two Lshaped, water-filled tanks bend light around a cloaking region and bring the light back with the same direction and displacement. At the first interface, light bends away from the optical axis due to the interface with water. The light then bends back in the same direction at the second interface. For rays parallel to the optical axis, the second tank brings the light back with both the same direction and no displacement.
The experimental setup of the first device is shown in Fig. 1 . The cloak is based on the idea that light is transversely shifted, but has the same direction, after passing through a tilted medium (having different index of refraction) with two straight parallel faces. The setup uses two water-filled tanks to bend light around a cloaking region. The first tank causes all rays below the optical axis to be shifted downward and the rays above the optical axis to be shifted upwards. After the rays exit the second wall of the first tank, they are parallel to the optical axis, but have a displacement relative to their original trajectory. The displacement hides any object in the middle. The second tank undoes the effects of the first tank so that the rays are once again parallel with the displacement undone. The diameter of the cloaking region can be found from Snell's law and the width of the tank. From Fig.  2 , we can compute the size of the cloaking region. We use Snell's law n a sin(θ a ) = n w sin(θ w ), where n a = 1 (n w = 1.33) is the index of refraction of air (water) and θ a (θ w ) is the angle of the ray relative to the normal in air (water). Using straightforward trigonometry, we find that the distance d between the incident ray and the ray after propagating through the medium is given by
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The tanks have a width of x ≈200 mm and the incident light rays have an angle of π/4 yielding a cloaking region of 2d = 105mm in good agreement with the observed size.
FIG. 2:
The distance d between an unaltered ray and the path of the ray after exiting the water can be found from Snell's law and the width of the tank L.
An alternative perspective to the functionality of this cloak is that the effect of the L-shaped tanks is to create a split linear phase ramp across the front of the electric field. The split linear phase ramp causes parallel rays to be deflected in opposite directions about the cloaking region. This is a uni-directional cloaking device because some rays not parallel to the optical axis can penetrate the cloaking region. In addition, the non-parallel rays traverse different lengths of water and have different incident angles in the two tanks causing distortion to the background. Further, unlike other cloaks and the second device discussed later, there isn't an effective compression of the field. This lack of field compression leads to edge effects. This first device will suffer from edge effects at the extreme wings of the device. Owing to the deflection without compression of the rays at the first interface, the second interface of the tank has to protrude further than the first interface. So, unless the tanks are infinite in extent, the edges will have some problems. It should also be noted that transverse-or self-illumination of the cloaked object cannot be observed in the cloaked direction since the tanks will deflect the light away from the observer. The actual experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3 . An aerial view of the setup shows a helicopter in the cloaking region between the two water tanks. The cloaking ability of the first cloaking device is shown in Fig. 4 . Below the waterline in the picture, the helicopter cannot be seen and the truck appears in its place. However, above the waterline, the helicopter is visible and in front of the truck. The bending of the light causes the light to pass around the bottom of the helicopter and bend back so that the truck can be viewed in its place. The transverse width of the helicopter is approximately 125 mm, being approximately 20 mm larger than the cloaking diameter. A small, white, brightly lit piece of the helicopter at its widest point can be seen. It should be noted that the helicopter is illuminated directly from above and remains invisible. Thus, the transverse illumination of the cloaked object does not reveal its presence, as one would expect from a cloaking device.
While the first cloaking device is straightforward to implement, the scaling to very large objects becomes rather impractical unless one wishes to carry around very large tanks of water. A generalization of this device is to have a device which causes a split linear phase ramp. This can be achieved with a hologram, a spatial light modulator, a large piece of glass with long prism-like wedges (equivalent to a Fresnel lens but with linear rather than quadratic etching). 
III. CLOAKING WITH LENSES
The second scheme is shown in Fig. 5 . This scheme can be considered as the spatial equivalent of the temporal cloak used in [15] . Lenses are used to guide light around the cloaking region. Fresnel lenses are used at the interfaces of the cloaking device, because of their low mass, scalability and their rectangular shape. Unfortunately, passing through a focus inverts the background behind the object. In this spatial cloak, diverging lenses between the Fresnel lenses prevent the light from passing through a focus, which means that the image will be upright rather than inverted. They also have the interesting property that the separation between lenses can be quite large after the rays are collimated, so that the cloaking region can be extended longitudinally.
FIG. 6:
The alternative schematic for the second device. Four Fresnel lenses in series are used. Two sets of Fresnel lenses with each set separated by twice the focal length make it so the image is not inverted. The distance between lens pairs can be arbitrarily small. In the actual experiment, they were mounted together as if it were a single lens.
An alternative, but slightly more bulky design was actually used to demonstrate the cloaking. The alternative design, as shown in Fig. 6 , removes the two diverging lenses from the setup. However, with the two diverging lenses removed the image of the background is inverted. To make the image upright, we use another set of Fresnel lenses also separated by 2f 1 in series with the first two lenses. In the actual experiment, the two middle Fresnel lenses were mounted together as if they were a single lens. The design of the device is shown in Fig. 7 and cloaked helicopter is shown in Fig.8 . It can be seen that the tail of the helicopter is cloaked and the truck, behind the helicopter, appears in its place. One can notice in the uncloaked region, a small portion of the truck in the background can be seen above the helicopter. Four 175mm x250mm Fresnel lenses were used, each having a focal length of 200mm. The truck is placed a distance of 750mm from the first lens and observation is done with a 21x magnification camera at ≈6.4m from the rear lens. The image quality is limited by the quality of the Fresnel lenses.
IV. CLOAKING WITH MIRRORS
The last cloak is probably the most obvious design one would use to make light pass around an object. The design of the device is shown in Fig. 9 . Invisibility with mirrors has been done and are youtube hits [17] . The point we wish to emphasize is not the novelty but the ease of scaling to nearly arbitrary size. The first mirror reflects the light away from the cloaking region. The light then bounces off of a retro-reflecting mirror pair (two mirrors at right angles). The light then reflects off of the mirror behind the object. The retro-reflecting mirrors make it so that rays leaving the cloak, even off-axis rays, leave at the same angle, albeit with transverse shifts. The transverse shifts mean that this device optimally works at infinity (large distance from the observer). However, there are some downsides to this cloak. First, there are edge effects if one moves to the side (uni-directional). Second, the retro-reflecting mirror pair make the cloak visible. Third, while the rays leave in the same direction, they leave with a displacement that is proportional to the incoming angle relative to the optical axis. Although having some drawbacks, it is clearly scalable to very large dimensions.
The actual experiment is shown in Fig. 10 . Two sets of mirrors are joined at right angles. It is important to align the mirrors so that the front and rear mirrors are perpendicular. To minimize background distortion, careful effort was given to securing the joined mirrors at right angles and to be placed as vertical as possible. In Fig. 11 one can see in the figure that part of the chair is cloaked and the rubbish can in the background appears in its place. The image was taken approximately 25 meters from the mirrors, thus ensuring that the cloak occupied a small field-of-view (uni-directionality). The mirrors have dimensions of 600 mm by 900 mm having a total cloaking volume of 1.6 × 10 8 mm 3 . This volume is sufficient to cloak a human, albeit with not as much convenience as Harry Potter's cloak. The simplicity of the device means that much larger cloaking devices can easily be built. 
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have demonstrated three straightforward optical cloaking devices. The cloaks work over the visible spectrum, have cloaking regions exceeding 10 6 mm 3 and with good coatings, the second device can be made nearly invisible. The second device does not suffer from edge effects for straight-on viewing. The downside is that all of these devices are only uni-directional. The devices may have value, for example, in cloaking satellites in mid-to high-earth orbit or for any low field-ofview cloaking. It should be pointed out that transverseor self-illumination of the cloaked object still renders the object invisible to the observer. While it has been shown that perfect invisibility cannot be attained [18] , an open question is if standard optics can achieve geometric (ray optic) omni-or multi-directional cloaking [2] . The authors believe that a cloak with spherical symmetry (much like retro-reflecting spheres achieve multi-directional reflection) may achieve this end.
